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Pictured (l to r) working on their opinion papers are 
third graders Emily Dunn and Vanessa Ziccardi. 
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
Madeira Third Graders Learn to Take a Side 

 
Elementary school students have strong opinions about everything from school rules to the clothes they 
wear. Madeira’s third grade Language Arts teachers recently taught their classes how to express them with 
an opinion-writing unit.  
 
“Take a Side” helped teachers instruct students in the important elementary school language arts skills of 
speaking and listening, identifying main idea and supporting details, citing evidence, and opinion writing. 
Students were given articles on topics such as “Cats vs. Dogs,” “Should Fidget Spinners be Banned?” and 
“Hamburgers or Tacos?” to read and form their own opinions about. Students then wrote and illustrated their 
opinion papers, citing three reasons and three examples supporting them. 
 
Third grade classmates Emily Dunn and Vanessa Ziccardi had different perspectives about whether cats or 
dogs make better pets. Emily’s pro-dog paper stated that cats sleep 80% of the day, but dogs work hard all 
day. Vanessa’s “Cats are Purrfect” paper reasoned the cost of caring for a cat is about 1/6 of what it is for a 
dog. Both were adamantly in favor of their chosen pet, and excited at the possibility of convincing others of 
their views through their writing. “We learned you have to start with ‘in my opinion’,” Vanessa explained. 
“Also, if we don’t use evidence people won’t believe what we’re saying.” 
  
According to the national multimedia literacy initiative Reading Rockets, persuasive writing helps students 
formulate specific reasons for their opinions, and provides an opportunity to research facts related to their 
opinions. As students develop an understanding of how writing can influence or change people’s thoughts or 
actions, they can begin to understand the persuasive nature of media, including messages received via print, 
television and movies, video games, music, cell phones, and the internet.  
 
Madeira’s third graders have a good start on how to formulate and  
articulate their own opinions about the massive amount of  
information they will encounter in their lifetimes. 
 
 
 
 
	  
	  


